


Configurator
for Combi Electric Propulsion Systems.



Configure every boat to an Electric boat

1. Choose the desired Electric Propulsion system (EPS)

2. Choose the desired power (1 – 50kW)

3. After this you’ll know the voltage of the EPS to determine you battery set

4. Choose the desired Controls for your EPS

5. Choose the desired Monitoring for you EPS

6. (Choose the desired Cooling system for your EPS)

7. Calculate the desired battery power using the table in the price list or based on 

50% of the nominal consumption for cruise speed. 

(effective sailing hours x consumption cruise speed = Needed battery capacity)

8. Now your all set and done, contact Combi for your EPS system and your local

(battery)supplier for the battery set and charger. 



Combi Electric Propulsion Systems

 1. Outboard - E-Thruster or H-Thruster

 2. POD Drive - Steerable or Saildrive (Fixed POD)

 3. Inboard – AC and IPM (Air and Liquid Cooled)

 4. Hybrid – Parallel Hybrid

 5. Saildrive SD - Saildrive Leg

 6. Sterndrive

 7. Jet drive



1. Outboards

E-Thruster H-Thruster

Both the E-Thruster and H-Thruster are available in Short, Long and Extra long 
Shaft. The E-Thruster is available in manual version but also in Remote version. 
The H-Thruster only in remote version. Only applicable to boats with a transom 
or a bun. 



Specifications
Dimensional drawings are available for all 
Combi motors.

Transom height outboards:
Short: 402 mm
Long: 522 mm
Extra long: 572 mm

Available Powers:

24 VDC
1,0 kW similar to 4 HP
1,5 kW similar to 5 HP
48 VDC
2,0 kW similar to 6 HP
2,5 kW similar to 7 HP
3,0 kW similar to 8 HP
3,5 kW similar to 9 HP

All outboards are fitted with a SB175 
power plug



Examples



2. Combi Nautic POD Drives

Steerable POD Saildrive (Fixed POD)

These models are used for smaller vessels up to 6,5 meters. 
The Steerable POD is both the Electric drive and a replacement for a rudder.
The Saildrive (fixed POD) mounted on the hull, is used in combination with the 
existing Rudder. 



Specifications
Dimensional drawings are available for all 
Combi motors.

Every motor comes with a seperate Control 
box. This needs to be mounted close to the
motor (within 1 meter). The units are plug and
play.

Available Powers:

24 VDC
1,0 kW similar to 4 HP
1,5 kW similar to 5 HP
48 VDC
2,0 kW similar to 6 HP
2,5 kW similar to 7 HP
3,0 kW similar to 8 HP
3,5 kW similar to 9 HP



Examples



3. Inboard
For our inboard motors we know two types of motors;
- AC Asynchrone
- IPM
Our AC motors have two variations; 
- Air Cooled 
- Liquid cooled. 

Single Drive
Depending on the power, these are available in different voltages.

Dual drive
The AC Liquid cooled motor can be coupled to a Dual drive. These Dual drive motors are used in heavy 
vessels that are not fast sailing, but power is required for maneuvering.

Options
Controls, Monitoring and Cooling systems (see below)

AC Air Cooled AC Liquid Cooled IPM Liquid Cooled



Specifications
Dimensional drawings are available for all Combi motors.

Every motor comes with a seperate Control box. This needs to be mounted close to the motor (within 1 meter). 
The units are plug and play. Each motor is supplied with a standard coupling which is fitted with 4 x 4" pitch and 
which is suitable for a python drive. 

On the basis of the torque of the motors, we give a comparison in horsepower compared to a diesel engine.

Available Powers:
AC Air Cooled IPM Liquid Cooled Single Drive
48 VDC 48 VDC
3,5 kW similar to 9 HP 6 kW similar to 15 HP
5,0 kW similar to 13 HP 10 kW similar to 23 HP
AC Liquid Cooled Single Drive 15 kW similar to 28 HP
48 VDC 20 kW similar to 33 HP
5,0 kW similar to 13 HP
7,5 kW similar to 18 HP 96 VDC
10 kW similar to 23 HP 20 kW similar to 33 HP
AC Liquid Cooled Dual Drive 25 kW similar to 41 HP
48 VDC 30 kW similar to 50 HP
15 kW similar to 28 HP 40 kW similar to 65 HP
20 kW similar to 33 HP

144 VDC
35 kW similar to 57 HP
40 kW similar to 65 HP
50 kW similar to 85 HP

180 VDC
50 kW similar to 75 HP



Examples



4. Hybrid
The Combi parallel Hybrid systems are suitable for almost any situation where a propeller shaft line is 
installed. The motor is equipped with a mounting system for fixed mounting. 

Installation
The foundation for this must be provided by the client / shipyard. As well as the timing belt and pulley 
between the gearbox and the shaft / flexible coupling. The size of this timing belt pulley is determined by the
revolutions of the diesel engine on the shaft because the Propeller is adjusted to this. 

Working principal
When driving electrically, the diesel engine must be switched to neutral. When sailing on the diesel engine, 
the engine will function as a generator to charge the batteryset. It is set to turn off charging when the
batteries are full. 

Batteries
It is important to indicate which batteries are used in connection with setting the regeneration menu. Lithium 
batteries are preferred as they are suitable for intermediate charging. Other deep cycle batteries are also
suitable if you discharge them sufficiently before charging. In this system, an extra charger can also be used
for conditioning and charging the batteries if you only use electric. 

Cooling system
For the liquid cooled models, the cooling system of the electric motor is separate from the cooling system of 
the diesel engine.

Options
Controls, Monitoring and Cooling systems (see below)



Specifications
Dimensional drawings are available for all Combi motors.

Every motor comes with a seperate Control box. This needs to be mounted close to the motor 
(within 1 meter). The units are plug and play. Each motor is supplied tooth pully on the motor 
shaft and a tensioner system for the timing belt.

Available Powers:

48 VDC
3,5 kW AC Air Cooled
6,0 kW AC Liquid Cooled
10 kW AC Liquid Cooled



Examples



5. Saildrive SD - Saildrive Leg

Saildrive SD

The Combi Saildrive SD is a combination of a Techno drive Saildrive leg with a 1:1 
transmission. This solution replaces the combination with a diesel engine. In 
addition, the sail drive is also available in the right-angle version (2,15:1). 

Directly available in 10kW @48Vdc, All other powers and prices available on request.

Options
Controls, Monitoring and Cooling systems (see below)

Saildrive SD 90 Degrees



Example



6. Sterndrive
In development. 

Only available for Projects
All powers and prices available on request.



7. Jet drive
Many areas are exclusive to zero-emission ships and this is only increasing. 
Our combi motors are suitable for multiple applications. They have been used 
in various commercial ships for years and they are built to perform.

Together with Alamarin Jet we have developed a 50kW @144VDC motor that 
fits to the Alamarin AJ-180/185

More info and prices on request

Options
Controls, Monitoring and Cooling systems (see below)



Example



Fresh water Cooling
system

Salt water (closed) 
Cooling system with
heat exchanger

Salt water (closed) 
Cooling system with
Keel or hull cooling

Cooling systems

The Liquid Cooled motors can be fitted with three types of cooling systems.
One open system for usage on Fresh water. We have two different closed
systems for Salt and Brakkish waters. 



The side-mounted 
joystick can be used for
both left and right-
handed mounting. The
forward and reverse can 
be freely adjusted
at all Combi partners.

The joystick top mounting 
is often used in 
wheelhouses. The default 
mount is made of high-
quality plastic. This is also 
available in aluminum or 
stainless steel.

Sidemount Topmount

Controls

Double Topmount

The joystick double topmount
is used for a double e-drive. 
This allows you to control the 
motors individually and easy 
maneuvering. Note: a double 
e-drive can also be operated
with one joystick. 
(synchronous driving only)



Monitoring
With our monitoring systems you can monitor various data of your system. Combi has various types of 
monitoring in the program, from simple to very extensive monitoring systems that can be linked by 
means of CAN bus. In addition, we also have various battery monitoring systems.

The standard monitoring provides a
basis information of the engine and
the battery system. Data such as
operating hours, rpm, voltage, 
consumption, battery percentage 
and error codes.

The comprehensive monitoring has a
3.5 ”QVGA color display. Herein is
clearly shows the status of your system.
The monitoring continues to work
CAN bus system and can be linked with
other systems.

With the battery monitoring systems you have an accurate picture of the battery status by means of 
the used shunt which is placed near the battery pack. With this system you can monitor voltage, 
power consumption, battery status and alarms.


